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I. INTRODUCTION

In the design of an upgraded sensor for the ttird generation Air Traffic

Control system many options are available ranging from antenna pattern de-

sign to a variety of signal processing techniques. One of the major difficulties

confronted by the designer is to determine which of these options protides the

most cost- effective solution to the problem of providing valid target detection,

reliable data transfer and monopdse azimuth estimation in the context of the

Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS). One tif the most severe problems

which the sensor must be able to deal ‘with is the interference that will be

generated by the present-day Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System

(ATCRBS) with which the DABS system will have to coexist during the tran-

s ition period. Since detailed analysis of the cumulative effect of this inter-

ference on the performance of a DABS sensor is difficdt, it was necessary

to develop a computer simdation program for both the sensor functione and

the interference background.

This report describes the elements of a simdation program that was

designed to perform a realistic evaluation of a variety of reply processing

techniques, antenna design parameters and receiver characteristics for a

DABS sensor. The reply processing techniques are limited to the generation

of information bit and monopuls e off -bore sight azimuth estimates for DABS

dowdink messages. The report describes the detailed characteristics of

two elements of the simulation program; the data generator and reply processor,

and the high degree of versatility incorporated within these elements to allow

for a great many performance tradeoff studies.

In addition, a model of the fruit environment expected to be observed

by a DABS sensor located in the NAFEC area in 1980 is presented. This

model is used, along with some typical simdation resdts for a, particular

reply processor configuration operating in that fruit environment to show how

future DABS sensor performance can be predicted and suitable designs c“hosen~



II. SIMULATION PROGRAM

In order to perform systems studies of the performance of a DABS

sensor using projected estimates of the ATCRBS interference environment

it was essential that a realistic computer sim~ation be developed of the

DABS sensor hardware, of the DABS reply processor, and of the target and

interference signals that wodd be processed by the sensor. In this section

a brief description of the simulation program will be given to show that

realistic measures of performance can be obtained. The block diagram in

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the essential features of the program. The individual

blocks will now be described.

DABS Waveform Gene rater

It has been established [1] that the DABS downlink waveforms are to

be made up of a 16 chip preamble and either 56 or 112 bit messages using

0.5 ~sec chips. A typical waveform is shown in Fig. 2.2. Each message

bit is encoded into two chips using delay and complement coding so that each

DABS waveform consists of either 128, or 240 chips. In tie simulation pro-

gram the message bite can be set to correspond to the all “one’s” condition

or they can be randomized with a one and a zero bit being equally likely. In

practice the DABS message bits are parity encoded [ 1]. The efficacy of this

coding algorithm can be evaluated by applying it to the above sequence of

message bits. The DABS signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and azimuth are read

into the program as parameters. Using the given value of the SNR, the

DABS signal amplitide prior to the antenna is computed. Then using the

DABS azimuth and the antenna pattern subroutine, which will be described

later, the DABS signal amplitude at the outputs of the antenna ports can be

obtained.

ATCRBS Waveform Generator

At the same time that a DABS waveform is received there may be one

or more overlapping ATCRBS replies. In tie simdation program these are
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specified in terms of 15 bit messages where each bit is a .45 v sec pdse,

as shown in Fig. 2. 2b. Except for the F1 and F2 pdses which are always on,

and the X pulse, which is always off, t“he remaining pulses in the message

can be randomized. In all of the resdts reported here, all message ~lses

were turned onto represent a worst case situation.

As in the DABS waveform case, the ATCRBS waveform characterization

is completely specified by the signal amplitude, azimuth and arrival time.

These parameters must be chosen according to models for the ATCRBS frtit

enviro~ent. These will be discussed in greater detail in the next section

but for the moment, stifice it to say that an ATCRBS signal amplitude, azi-

muth and time of arrival can be chosen in a probabilistic way from models

for the ATCRBS fruit, hence the waveform before and after antenna filtering

can be completely specified.

Antenna Pattern Proces sing

Since the goal of tie simulation program was to perform sensor

parameter tradeoff studies, it was necessary to characterize the antenna

patterns in a parametric way. For example, one important tradeoff study

is the exploration of the effects of varying the sidelobe level while keeping a

fixed beamtidth. Fortunately, the Taylor Pattern Illumination Functions [2]

can be specified in such a way to permit this type of tradeoff study. In

Fig. 2.3 we have illustrated typical even and odd antenna patterns designed

to achieve -26 dB sidelobe levels. The omni antenna pattern model is also ,

shown, Notice that idealized antenna patterns are used. However, the program

has been generalized to allow for modelling of hardware errors in the ampli-

tide and phase taper illumination functions, although this option was rarely

used in the actual simdation runs.

Data Generator

This program is the heart of the simulation as it takes the DABS and

ATCRBS message specifications and forms sampled-data sequences which

5
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correspond to the four essential hardware out~ts of the DABS sensor: log

sum, log omni, angle channel and interference channel. These quantities

are defined in the following way: the signals at the output of the sum, dif-

ference and omni antennas at any particdar sampling point, the kth say, are

given by

M

Z(k) = A~ejps GZ(es) t~=lAmejVm GZ(9m)t~ (2-1)

A(k) = A~ejVg GA(9s) t~ AmeJ% GA(9m) t nA (2-2)
m=l

M
o(k) = A ej~s GO(Og) +~ Am ejti GO(9m) t ‘O

s m=l
(2-3)

The definition of the parameters in these equations are the following:

1. Ag and 95 repregent the DABS amplitude and azimuth. Theg e are

specified input parameters.

2. q~ represents the DABS phase, From pulse to pulse tithin a reply,

this is an independent uniformly distributed random variable on

(o, 2n). From sample to sample within a pulse this phase can be

made to increase or decrease linearly to represent a fixed frequency

offset with respect to 1090 MHz.

3. GZ(8), GA(e), GO(9) represent the attenuation due to the gum, differenr,

and omni antenna beam patterns respectively.

4. Am, em and q~ represent the amplitude, azimuth and phase for the

mth of M ATCRBS replies. The9e quantities are chogen probabilistically

using models for the projected ATCRBS fruit environments. It sho[ll[l
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be noted that Am and g~ are random from reply to reply, but

once picked, are constant firoughout the reply.

5.
‘E ‘ ‘A

and n represent the additive white Gaussian noise samples
o

due to the front end “of the mixer preamplifier of the sum, difference

and omni antenna channels. When we use the term signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), we are referring to the quantity A~2/2u2 where

All of these parameters are brought together in the data generator

subroutine to form the simulated sampled data RF signals Z(k), A(k) and o(k).

As in the real-world vereion of the DABS sensor, these signals are first fil-

tered at RF, thereby rendering the DABS and ATCRBS waveforms seque~ces

of non- square pdses. In the simdation this is accomplished using a first

order filter. Letting y(k) denote the SU, difference or omni signals at

time k, then

y(kt 1) = x(kt 1) (2-4)

where

x(kt 1) = ax(k) t(l– a) y(k)

x(o) = o

0 = exp (fc T)

(2-5) ‘ ,

where fc is the bandwidth of the filter and T is the time between samples.

Typically we use the values fc = 10 MHz and T = .1 ~sec, where the latter

quantity corresponds to a 10 MHz sampling rate.
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Logarithmic Amplification

At this point the DABS sensor hardware has generated filtered versions

of the sum, difference and omni RF signals. From a practical point of view

the dynamic range variations of these signals can be quite large and it is

necessary to perform further hardware processing before the A/D conversion

can be performed. These additional operations resdt in the four channel

output s : log-s-, log-omni, angle and interference. The log-sum and log-

omni channel outputs, denoted by y (k) and yO(k), respectively, are obtained
E

by pas sing the signals* IZ(k) I and 10(k) I *rOugh 10g-amplifiers. ‘he

characteristic used in the simdation is ehown in Fig. 2.4. in general, for

a log-amplifier of D dB dynamic range and V mximum output volts ge,
max

the characteristic is given by

{

ax

y = logx =
a[l t in(x)]

where

v
max

~=

l+% ln10

(2-6a)

(2-6b)

In the simdation program we let Vmax = 3 volts and D = 80 dB res~ting in

a = .29382.

Azimuth Estimation and Interference Detection

The angle channel output represents the signal from which the azimuth

estimate is to be derived. In hardware it is obtained by making a phae e com-

parison of the signals Z(k) 1 jA(k). In Other wOrds~ if

;: We now let ~(k), A(k) and O(k) denote the filtered versions of the 5-,

difference and omni signals.
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a(k) = arg [Z(k) t jA(k)] - arg [Z(k) - jA(k)] (2-7)

then the outputs of the p“hase comparators are

ye(k) = COS a(k) (2-8a)

y~(k) = sin a(k) (2-8b)

which provides enough information to permit an mambiguous azimuth eetimate

over the entire tidth of the antenna’s mainbeam.

The interference channel output, which is used to indicate the presence

of more than one signal in the receiver [3, 4], is given by Y1 where

yl(k) = log 1~(k) t jA(k) 1 – log I Z(k) – jA(k) I (2-9)

The log amplifiers used to generate yl have the same characteristics that

were described previously.

Since all of the processing in the DABS sensor is to be done using

digital hardware, t“he above signals are quantized to represent the effects of

A/D conversion. Finally the azimuth estimate. 8,

the quantized versions of ye(k) and y~(k) according

algorithm [5]

GA@)
— = tin[a(k)/2]
GZ ~

is generated using

to the maximum likelihOOd

(2-lo) ,

where a(k) is given by (2-7) and GA(8) /GZ(8) represents the normalized

difference pattern. Using the half-angle formula, tkis becomes

GA&
ein a(k)

yS(k)

p=——= 1 t COS a(k) 1 t ye(k)
(2-11)



where the approximation indicates a negligible 10Ss in accuracy due to the

AID quantization, The estimate is found using a table look-up for stored

values of the normalized difference pattern.

Stmma ry

At this point the simdation program would have completed a single

trial. A plot of the output of a ~pical trial for the log sum (amplitude) and

Re (azimuth) channel outputs is s“hown in Fig. 2.5 for a portiOn Of a DABS

reply whose message is overlapped by a stronger ATCRBS reply. Figure

2. 5a shows the idealized DABS and ATCRBS waveforms. Figure 2. 5b repre -

s ents the resdtant composite waveform that would appear at the output of

the log sum channel. This waveform incorporates the effects of antenna

attenuation, IF mixer preamplifier noise, IF filtering, logarithmic amplifi-

cation and AID conversion at a 10 MHz rate. The scale is adjusted so that

the minirn~ trigger level (MTL) is set to correspond to a 12 dB SNR. In

this case, the DABS waveform has a 20 dB SNR. Figure 2. 5C shOws the angle

channel data for a 2 MHz sampling rate. This corresponds to samples taken

in the center of each of the DABS chips. There are clearly two populations

(.,f azimuth estimates, one corresponding to the DABS target, the other to the

ATCRBS reply. It is the goal of the reply processor to try to separate the

two populations so that the DABS azimuth will be estimated on the basis of

AT CRBS-interferenc e-free data.

In other words, data would have been obtained for a single set of

values for the DABS and AT CRBS amplitudes and azimuths, for the DABS

and AT CRBS carrier phases and for the preamplifier noises. Since these are

I random variables drawn from statistical distributions, data for many such

I trials must be obtained. This is done by looping back to the ATCRBS signal

generator s o that a different set of amplitudes, azimuths and arrival times
i

can be drawn from the fruit model and repeating the entire procedure.\

i
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Ultimately a data tape is generated that represents many cotiigurations of

inte rfe ring and signaling situations. These stored dab are then used as

input to t’he DABS reply processor where independent design parameter

trade-off studies can be made. The algorithm for the reply processor will

be discus sed ina subsequent section, while in the next section the fruit

models, from which the ATCRBS waveform parameters are selected, will

be described.
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III. ATCRBS FRUIT MODE=

In the last section we described the computer program that generated

sampled data waveform sequences which represented typical DABS reply

waveforms in a background of receiver noise and interference. Initiation

of a specific trial required the selection of amplitudes, azimuths and times

of arrival for the overlapping ATCRBS interference. In this section we shall

describe the fruit models from which these random variables are chosen.

~ime of Arrival

Let us use T to denote the length of a DABS reply in microseconds,

.vhere T = 64 or 120 Msec depending on whether a short or long message is

transmitted. If to denotes the time of arrival of the leading edge of the first

pdse in the DABS preamble, then an ATCRBS reply will be a potential source

of interference whenever the leading edge of the F 1 pulse lies in the interval

(t. – 20.3, to t T). For convenience we chose our time ecale so that

to = 20.3 Qsec and then pick the leading edge of the F1 pulses of the ATCRBS

replies to be uniformly distributed random variables in the interval

(O, T t 20.3).

Angle of Arrival

Since the DABS targets of interest are always located within the

mainbeam of a hig~y directional antenna, the effects of the ATCRBS inter-

ference will be radically different depending on whether the interferer is

located within the mainbeam or the sidelobe. The reason for this is the sig-,

nificant attenuation that the ATCRBS signal undergoes when it is received

in the sidelobes of the antenna pattern. Therefore, it is reasonable to de-

scribe the AT CRBS azimuth by a two step distribution as ehown in Fig, 3. 1.

In the figure, 820 represents the 20 dB beamwidth of the antenna’s mainbeam,

p and q represent the ordinates of the mainbeam and sidelobe distribution.

It is convenient to introduce the notion of a mainbeam peating factor v = p/q

17



which measures the predominance of mainbeam fruit. For example, if the

aircraft are equally likely to be located at any particdar azimuth, then the

azimuth distribution is dform and we set p = q, or q = 1. There may be

siti~ations, however, where there may be _more aircraft per beamwidth in a

certain direction; for example, when an interrogator sweeps past a distant

airport. To model t“his situation we simply increase the peaking factor q by

some appropriate. amount. Given a peaking.. factor, it is relatively easy to.

SI1OWthat the probability that any pa rticdar fruit repky originated from

within the mainbeam of the antenna is given by

(3-1)

In Fig. 3.1 vdwes “of q and .prnb have been @“btilated for an mtenna having

-26 dB peak sidelobes ,..4° 3 dB beamwidth and 8.46° 20 “dB beamwidth.

Hence, in order to generate an ATCRBS azimuth, one first draws a .s.ample

from a binomial distribution with events “mainb.eam” or “sidelob&!! where

the probabili~ “that the event “mainbeam” occurs is Pnlb given by (~-1). ““”If

the event ‘ ‘mainbeam” occurs, then we draw the actual ATCRBS azimuth

from a uniform distribution on the interval (– .5 e20. .5 820). On the Other

hand, if the event “sidelobe” occurs, then the ATCRBS azimuth is drawn

from another uniform distribution on the intervals (– 180, ‘. 5 020)

(. 5620, 180). In the actual implementation of the simdation, resdts were

obtained conditioned on a given number of rnainbeam and sidelobe fruits and

the binomial weighting applied late r. This aspect of the study will be dis -

cussed in greater detail in a later section.
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ATCRBS Amplitude

In the analysis of measured fruit statistics, a model for the ATCRBS

amplitudes has evolved tbt corresponds reasonably well to the observed

data. For convenience, we express the ATCRBS amplitude in terms of its

corresponding signal-to-noise ratio which we denote by SNR. The probabil-

istic model for the SNR is given by the rde

SNR = SNR – 20 loglo u (3-2)
mln

where SNRmin is a minimum expected SNR corresponding to a minimum

power transponder r at matimum range and where U is a unifordy distributed

randOm variable on (O, 1), It is then easy to show that the probability dis -

tribution function of the SNR is

I
~ _ ~o(SNRmin– Y)/20 $ ~ SNRmin

Pr{SNR~ $} = (3-3)

o otherwise

This is illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 3.2 where we have set SNR
min

equal to 32 dB. The scale is adjusted so that 10 dB SN.R corresponds to a

received power level of — 85 dBm. Since this gives only the SNR distribution

prior to the antenna, it is Of interest tO shOw the effects Of antema processing.

It is easy to see that if SNRO refers to the SNR at the output of the antenna, I

and SNRi tie SNR at the input, then

SNRO = SNRi t 10 loglo I GZ(e) ~ (3-4)

Restricting the ATCRBS azimuths to be either mainbeam or sidelobe and

using our trial antenna pattern, we empirically determined the distribution

20
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of SNRIs due to mainbeam and sidelobe fruit. These “res~ts are als O

illustrated in Fig. 3. Z and can be used to determine the probability that

sidelobe fruit will exceed minimum threshold level (MTL), P SL), This can

be done by computing the area uncle r the tail of the relative frequency curve

that lies above the MTL. For this case it turns out that PSL = .15, “hence Of

all of the omni fruits that are being received in the sidelobes of the antenna,

only 1570 of them will be detectable in the sense that their amplitudes will

exceed the minimum threshold level.

Summarizing the preceding results we see that for eac”h ATCRBS fruit

we pick an arrival time at random to guarantee an overlap with the DABS

waveform. All of the ATCRBS pdses are then turned on, except for the X

pulse and the amplitude of the pdses is given by

(3-5)

where the SNR in dB is chosen according to (3-2). The ATCRBS azimuth is

then chosen uniformly within the antenna 20 dB beamwidt”h if the particular

fruit in question is mainbeam or from the entire 360° interval less the 20 dB

beamwidth otherwise. This azimuth parameter is then used to obtain the gains

of the sum and difference antenna patterns which in turn modulate the ATCRBS

. ,.Using the fruit models in the simulation programamplitude given in (3. 5).

described in the preceding section, we are now able to generate data tapes, ,

which, after sufficiently many trials, should produce a large variety of

DABS -ATCRBS interference conditions from which meaningful processor

performance statistics can be evaluated. In the next section the DABS reply

processor’ and its associated performance statistics will be described.

22
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IV. THE REPLY PROCESSING ALGORITW

The purpose of the simdation program described in Section II is to

gene rate a data tape containing the sample by sample amplitude, monopds e

azimuth, interfe rent e and omnidirectional channel outputs for each of a

multiplicity of replies for a fixed set of parameters which define the charac -

teristics of the antenna, receiver, A/D conversion and DABS signal charac -

teristics. The second aspect of the program is to use these data to e~,aluate

the performance of a variety of signal processing options to determine a

cost-effective processor that can reliably decode the DABS meesage and

e etimate the ai rc raft’s azimuth. By simulating the various reply processing

algorithms in software a great many options can be examined in considerable

detail. In this section one class of reply processing algorith will be

described that makee use of amplitude and azimut”h consistency checks

derived from the preamble. The object is to illustrate the methodology that

can be used to analyze and predict the DABS sensor performance in realistic

fruit environments.

Preamble Processing

For each DABS reply to be proceeeed it is aeeumed that the preamble

has been detected since the performance of the preamble detector has been

explored in detail elsewhere [6]. An estimate of, the reference amplitude and

azimuth are derived from the preamble by examining the four pds es that

make up the preamble and comparing the amplitude and azimuth estimates of

the first and fourth, first and second, second and third and third and fourth

preamble pulses. In practice, this is done by sampling the preamble at a

10 MHz rate, determining the location of the pulse edges and then taking the

sample that corresponded to the middle of the pulse. In the simtiation pro-

gram the locations of the pulse edges are assumed kriown s o that the “middle”

samplee, which occur at a 2 MHz rate, can be examined directly. The

amplitudes and azimuths determined from the middle sample on each pulse

23



are required to correlate within specified confidence intervals defined by the

program input p~~~~ete~s, The reference amplitude is obtained by averaging

the amplitude samples for the pair of pds es that correlate and have minimum

amplitude [6]. H azimuth correlation also occurs on the selected pulse pair,

the n the average azimuth value dete rminee the preamble reference azimuth

If an amplitude or azimuth reference cannot be obtained from the

preamble, the condition is flagged and a more conservative reply processing

strategy is followed.

Chip Decoding

The amplitude and azimuth preamble estimates, s o derived, are then

used as reference to establish confidence intervals for decoding the estimates

that are obtained for the remaiting chips within the DABS message field. If

an amplitude estimate on some “c”hip is above MTL but outside of the established

confidence interval, then it is likely due to an interference pds e and can be

flagged as a one chip with low cotiidence. The azimuth confidence window

can be used in the same way. Therefore, if two chips for a particdar bit

are detected above MTL, then a potential ambiguity occurs because the first

level decoder must declare a one-one chip sitiation when ody zero-one or

one- zero are allowed by the delay-and-complement encoding procedure. The

conflict can be ree olved by examining the confidence flags, since if inter-

ference is present it is likely to be outside the amplitude and/or azimuth

confidence windows and the low confidence bit till be set. Then the One-One

c“hip sitiation, can be deciphered as a one-zero if the low confidence bit is

set on the second chip and zero-one otherwise.

In the general case, an interference bit (Ic) is set for all chips declared

above the threshold by examining the middle sample of the chip of the ampli -

tide, azimuth, interference and omnidirectional signals. A failure tO

c or relate the present value of amplitude and azimuth ~th t“he preamble

estimatee results in an interference flag setting Of Ic = 1 indicating the

24



presence of interference. In addition, if the interference channel indicates

the presence of sidelobe interference, then 1= is also set to 1. Computationally

these conditions are written as:

,llog~l-Apl > AO

lloglzl-loglnll>A3

where Z is the present amplitude measurement, @is the monopuls e azimuth

estimate (given by 2. 11), Q is the interference flag (given by 2. 9) and Q is

the omnidirectional channel output for the chip under study. Ap and &p are

the amplitude and azimuth preamble estimates. If any of the above inequalities

are satisfied, the interference bit is set for that chip. Any of the above four

tests can be eliminated from the processor by setting the appropriate

threshold (Xi) to zero.

Bit Decoding and Azimuth Estimation

The DABS message block consists of a sequence of non-return to zero

pulse amplitude modulation (NRZ -PAM) signals where each information bit
I

is encoded into two chips using a delay and complement signal format as

described in Section II, Fig. 2. 2a. An information bit equal to one is formed

by a one chip followed by a zero chip and a zero bit is formed by a zero chip

followed by a one chip. The bit decoding algorithm takes advantage of the

PPM format and the interference flag setting for each chip to make bit

decisions (E) and assign ,a codidence flag (C) to each bit (C = 1 implies high

confidence, C = O low codidence). The rules for the bit decision and

25



monopdse accumdation process used in the bit decoding process are given

in Table 4.1. In the table, Mi is a 1 if the ith chip exceeds MTL and ie a O

otherwise.

From this table it is clear that when preamble estimates &p and %P)

are available, the algorithm is wi~ing to declare high co~idence bit decisions

(C = 1) when interference is present on only one of the two chips making up

the info rmation bit. In the absence of preamble eetimates the procesgor will

declare low confidence bit decisions when interference is observed on either

or both of the chips.

The azimuth estimate is obtained by determining those chips in the

message that are flagged as being free of interference and result in an

unambiguous bit decision. The individual azimuth estimate samples (e ~ or
A

A
82) tiken from each interference -free chip are acc~ulated over the entire

message and the final azimuth estimate for the reply is obtained by dividing

by the nmber of samples accumulated.

A Reply Processor Example

In Figure 2.5 the data for a typical Monte Carlo trial was illustrated.

We now use that same data sample to illustrate the reply processor algorith.

For convenience we have redrawn the data in Fig. 4.1. First we nOte that

all of the preamble pdsee are received free of interference and hence all

pairs of samples correlate within the 2 dB correlation window. The smallest

average value is taken as the reference amplitude and a 2 dB confidence I

window drawn about it. This is illustrated by the lines drawn in Fig. 4. lb.

Since the pair of azimuth samples also correlate, a .25° azimuth confidence

window is drawn about the reference azimuth. Now we examine the first pair

of chips whose amplitudes both exceed MTL because of the presence of an

ATCRBS pulse overlapping the second c“hip. Therefore a one-one chip de-

cision is made and a potential ambiguity exists. However, the amplitude
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Chip

Decision

‘1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

—

‘2

—

o

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
—

Interference

Indicator

I
c1

o

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

I
‘2

o

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

:tiormation
Bit

Estimate
(E)

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

Cotiidence Monopulse

Flag Sample

Estimate (C) I To Be

2
P’ ‘P

ivailable

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

L
Accumulated

2P,. q
To Form

P Monopuls e
available Estimate

o None

1
92

0 None

o None

o
91

0
‘2

o None

o I None

TABLE 4-1 REPLY PROCESSOR DECISION MATRIX
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of the first chip lies within the confidence window while the second does not,

hence the processor declares a one-zero chip co~iguration (a one bit) with

high confidence. Proceeding to the second chip pair we see that ody the first

chip exceeds MTL ‘hence a one-zero chip declaration is made with “high con-

fidence. Similarly on the third chip pair, since ody the first chip amplitude

exceeds MTL, then the one -zero chip decision is made with “high confidence

even though the ~plitide lies outside the confidence window due to the over-

lapping ATCRBS pdse. The fifth chip pair is likewise decoded as a zero-one

situation since the amplitide sample on the first chip does not exceed MTL.

One can proceed through the entire message this way to decode the reply.

Although there was no need for the azimuth confidence window for this case,

it sometimes happens t“hat a one-one chip decoration cannot be resolved using

o~y the amplitude confidence window as both values either lie within it or

outside it, although the latter situation is a rare event. In this case, the

ambiguity is resolved by examining the azimuth estimates on each chip and

declaring a one for the chip whose azimuth sample falls within the confidence

tindow.

This example typifies the excellent performance that can be achieved

when amplitude and azimuth consistency c“hecks are available from the pre -

amble. In fact the performance is so good t“hat it probably suggests that

simpler reply proces sing schemes might suffice. Although not within the

scope of this report, further studies have shown that indeed it is not necess:ry

to use the consistency checking methods outlined here. However, the

analytical approach to evaluating system performance is identical and we shall

continue to use the above reply processor as our baseline example.

Reply Processor Performance Statistics

After the reply process or has produced the information bits, confidence

flags and azimuth estimate for a particdar reply read from the input data

tape, a set of statistical measures are generated to allow for a final evaluation
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of the processor. In order to evaluate the performance of the error detection

and decoding algorith, it is important to determine the probability distribu-

tions of the nwber of bit errors in a reply, NB, and the span of these bit

errors, SB, The number of bit errors the processor makes on a particular

reply is obtained by comparing the transmitted DABS itiormation bit pattern

to the information bit estimates. Statistics are accumdated for the number

of replies having NB = 0, 1, 2, . . . . K. The span of the bit errors is deter-

mined by counting the number of bits between the first a!ld the last bit errors

in a given reply. The resulting value of SB is used to update statistics on the

number of replies having SB = 0, 1, , , ., K. In a similar manner the number

of low confidence flags that were set within the reply (Nc) and their bit span

(Sc ) are used to update corresponding probability functions for Nc and S=.

The number of bit errors flagged with high cotiidence (NBC) is als O deter-

mined and a probability function updated for tkat parameter.

The reply processor is designed to function with an error detection

and correction algorithm which will detect and correct itiormation bit errors

with high probability if the following conditions are met:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The algorithm “has & U knOwledge Of the 24-bit
address of the expected DABS reply, itiormation
which will be available for all DABS targets for

which track files “have been established.

The span of information bit errors wit”hin the reply
is less than or equal to 24 bits.

An information bit error is not flagged with high
confidence.

The n-her of low confidence bits within the reply
is less than some specified value. We take this

value to be one half the number of itiormation bits
within the reply.

The probability functions for the numbered span of bit errors and theI

nmber of low confidence bits within a reply are not updated by any reply
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which fails to meet the conditions required for successfd error correction

given in 2 through 4 above. Any reply which fails to meet conditions 2 through

4 above will not have a monopulse estimate produced by the reply processor

and will thus not be included in the final monopuls e estimate statis tics.

Each time the individual probability functions given for conditions 2,

3 and 4 are updated a counter is incremented. These counte are used to

determine conditional probabilities for the final process or statistics to be

defined later.

There is another condition which will cause no update for all of the

probability functions and no monopulse estimate will be made available for

the reply being process ed. T“hat condition exists when the preamble ampli-

tude estimate (Al ) does not fall within a window centered around the true

amplitude of the reply. The size of the window is equal to the ? 2m error

expected from noise and quantization effects. If this test fails the preamble

estimate is assumed to have been “captired” by interference and further

processing of the reply wodd lead to grossly erroneous resdts since the span’

of low confidence bits would exceed the nwber required for reliable decoding.

A count of the nwber of times this occurs is maintained by the program to

produce an overall preamble capture for the set of Monte Carlo trials.

When all of the Monte Carlo trials have been evaluated by the reply

processor, the program provides a set of overall statistics defining the per-

formance of the procegsor under the interference conditions, signal-to-noise,

ratio, antenna and receiver characteristics and reply procegging techniques

specified at the time the data tape was generated. The pertinent parameters

defining, all of the above characteristics are output by the program followed

by the overall performance measures.

The rate at which the preamble estimation algorith failg to provide

amplitude and the azimuth estimates and the preamble capture rate are given.

The probability functions for the number of bits in error and their bit span,
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the number of low confidence bits and their bit epan and the probability that

an information bit error is flagged with high confidence are also printed out.

On each reply the azimuth estimation error is obtained by comparing

the estimated azimuth with the true value. Statistics are then accumulated

for the bias and standard deviation of tie azimuth errors from which the

overall rms value is computed.

One of the most important performance measures evaluated by the

s imdation program is the failure probability of tie processor, (Pr). The

processor fails whenever there is at least one bit error remaining after the

application Of tie error detection and decoding algorifi [I]. Thereforej a

reply failure does not occur whenever (i) tie span of the message bit errors—

is no greater than 24 bits, (ii) an information bit error is not given a high

confidence rating and (iii) the number of low confidence bit settings is less

than one -half the number of information bits within the reply, since when

these three conditions are eatisfied it is assured that the error detection and

correcti~n algorithm will correct all of the low confidence bits which are in

error. The failure probability can therefore be evaluated by counting the

relative number of replies which lead to a violation of the above conditions.

For example, if the interference captures the preamble estimates, then the

number of low confidence bit settings will be greater than one-half the number

of information bits within the reply. By defining the events

A = the event that interference captures the preamble estimates ,

B = the event that the span of the bit errors exceeds 24 bits

C = the event that one or more bit errors are flagged with

“high confidence

D = the event that the number of low confidence bit errors is

greater than one -half the number of information bits

it is eae y to show that the failure probability is given by

——
PF = P(A) t P(Z) { P(B/Z) t P(;/i) [P(c/B, A) + P(D/C, S,Z) P(~/S,Z)l\

(4-2)
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To evaluate the failure probability and to examine the failure modes of the
——

processor the program generates the probabilities P(A), P(B/~), P(C/B, A),
——-

P(D/C, B, A). This is done by counting the relative number of times each of

the above events occur.
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v. SENSOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In the preceding sections we “have described the computer simdation

of the DABS sensor and the reply processor algorithm to be used for decoding

the DABS mes sage and generating the azimuth estimate. The Performance

can be evaluated by specifying a given n-her of ATCRBS mainbeam and

sidelobe fruits. In this section we want to develop quantitatively the n~ber

of ATCRBS fruits that must be considered and then combine the results of

the simulation trials in a probabilistic way to predict the performance for the

DABS sensor operating in the NAFEC area in 1980.

Omni F rnit Rate

TO begin With, we intrOduce the nOtiOn Of the Omni fruit rate. This

represents the number of fruits per second fiat exceed the minimum trig-

gering level (MTL) that would be received by an omnidirectional antenna having

the same gain as the directional antenna with which actual fruit rates were

measured. In other words, the omni fruit rate, denoted ho measures all Of

the potentially detectable fruits within the 360° scan Of the antenna. The

measured fruit rate, denoted Am, represmts the number Of fruits Per sec Ond

that exceed MTL at the output of the directional antenna. ObviOusly, x m= o<A

because the sidelobes render some of the omni fruits undetectable by reducing

their signal strengths below MTL, In fact, t“he exact relation betieen X. and

.

A is

Am = ho Pr (fruit ~ MTL)

We would like to be able to make an estimate of h“ using measured v

5-1) ‘

~lues

of Am. We can go further than (5-1) by noting that any particdar fruit reply

can come from the mainbeam with probability Pmb given by (3-1) Or frOm

the sidelobes tith probability 1 – Prob. TherefOre,
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Pr(fruit Z MTL) =

+

Pr(fruit > MTLI mainbeam) .pmb

Pr(fruit ~ MTL I sidelobe) ( 1- pmb) (5-2)

Using the amplitude fruit model discuss ed in Section UI, the minimm

signal-to-noise ratio for an omni fruit was 32 dB. Since the mainbeam is

defined by the 20 dB beamtidth, then clearly all mainbeam fruits must have

SNR’S greater than 12 dB. Since MTL for all of the cases studied wag get

at -85 dBm, corresponding to a 10 dB SNR, it is clear that all mainbeam

frtits will exceed MTL, hence,

Pr (fruit ~ MTL mainbeam) = 1 (5-3)

Combining these regdts we gee that the omni fruit rate is given by

A
o

= Xm/[pmb t pr(fruit > MTLlsidelobe) (1 – Pmb)l (5-4)

Unfortunately, a program has never been conducted that provides measurements

of either pmb or pr(fruit ~ MTL sidelobe) and to go further we shall 9imPlY

have, to make e9timates of these quantities. TO dO this we shall make use Of

the simulation program and the 4°, -26 dB Taylor illuminated antenna pattern

discussed preciously. We have already used this special case to relate the

probability that any fruit originated within the antenna mainbeam to the peaking

factor and found, for example, that for a 4:1 peaking factor, that Pmb = 0.1.

Furthermore, we obtained an empirical distribution for the sidelobe SNR

which wa9 shown in Figure 3.2 for MTL set at a 10 dB SNR. It was shown

that the area under the tail above MTL was .15 which gives the probability

that any fruit arises from the sidelobes “has an amplitude that exceeds MTL.

Therefore
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Pr (fruit Z MTL]sidelobe) = .15

Using these resdts in (5-4) we estimate the omni fruit rate as

(5-5)

= 4.26 Am
‘o

(5-6)

Therefore, for a measured fruit rate of 10, 000 fruit/see which corresponds

to a 1980 projection of a reasonably high density area, the omni fruit rate

is of the order of 40, 000 fruits/see. It shodd be noted that this is only an

estimate since it strongly depends on the actual mainbeam peaking factor

and the sidelobes of the antenna pattern that was used in making the measure -

ments. Neither of these parameters are known with any certainty.

Number of Overlapping omni Fruits

once the omni fruit rate is known, it is POS sible tO estimate the tOtal

number of AT CRBS replies that will likely overlap any one DABS reply.

Assuming the ATCRBS arrival times are Poisson distributed, which is not

a particdarly accurate as surnption either, then the probability

replies overlap a DABS message of length T #see is

[A-(T t 20.3)]

that k ATCRBS

P(k) =-”” k exp [– AO(T t 20.3)] k = 0,1,2,... (5-7)

where the omni fruit rate is now measured in units of megafruit per second.

The average number of overlapping fruits is therefore ho (T t 20. 3). For a

DABS short message T = 64 Wsec, we find that the average number of over-

lapping ATCRBS replies is X. (T t 20. 3) = 3.4. In Table 5, 1 we have tabu-

lated the’ probability of k overlaps which is just the cumulative Poisson prob-

ability for this average value.
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k p(k) j$ ~(j)

o .033 .033

1 .113 .146

2 . 193 .339

3 .200 . 539

4 .186 .725

5 .126 .851

6 .072 .923

7 .035 .958

8 .015 .973

9 , 006 .979

10 .002 .981

Table 5.1

From this we see that at the 3-sigma point of the Poisson distribution

there are 6 omni fruit replies and the probability that there will be more than

6 is less than .08. ,

In order to obtain an independent check on this number we approach

the problem from anot”her point of tiey. It has been estimated from aircraft

density predictions for the region around New York City in 1980 [7] that there

will bea maximum of 800 aircraft tithin line of sight of a DABS sensor at

Philadelphia in 1980. It has also been estimated from current measurements

of that environment [8] and under the assumption that by 1980 all ATCRBS

interrogators will be SM equipped, that there will be, on the average, 100
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ATCRBS fruit replies per second per aircraft. Therefore, the peak omni

fruit rate must be less than 80, 000 frtits/sec. ” TMs in turn leads to the re-

sult that for a DABS short message there may be at most 80, 000 x (64 t 20. 3) x

10
-6

= 6, 7 ATCRBS fruits overlapping the DABS reply. It should be noted

that this is a conservative result, but is consistent with the 3- sigma estimate

of 6 omni fruit replies obtained from the Poisson model.

Global Performance

It is tempting at this point to analyze the seng or performance for only

the worgt case of 6 omni fruits, since, pres-ably the performance ghould

improve as fewer and fewer fruit overlaps occur. It is not clear that this ig

a good assmption, however, because the effects of a single fruit reply can be

quite different from the effectg of nurneroug fruit overlapg, since in the latter

case the fruit takeg on noise -like qualities. Therefore, if there are K potential.

fruit overlaps, we shall study the performance for each case of k omni fruit

~“erlaps ~’here k = O, 1, 2, . . . K and then combine the resdtg using the Poisson

weighting to obtain the overall global performance of the gens or.

We have already noted that system performance depends dramatically

on whether or not the omni fruit actually enters the sensor via the mainbeam

or through the sidelobes. Therefore, it is necessary to subdivide the number

of cases studied even further, since if there are k omni fruits, j of them

may be mainbeam where j = O, 1, 2, . . . k. Tbe probability that any one omni

fruit comes through the mainbeam is given by (3-1) as
I

?020
Pmb = 360 + @20(~ — 1)

(5-8)

and since the fruit azimut”hs are independent, then the n-her of mainbeam

fruits out of k omni fruits, j, has a binomial distribution. Therefore,

()P(jlk) = ~ (Pmb)j (1 – Pmb)k-j j= 0,1, . ..k (5-9)
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Then to evaluate the global performance of some statistic, # say, we Operate

the simulation program for the case Of j mainbeam fruits Out Of k Omni fruits

and obtain the sample value P (j, k). We do this for all possible values of

k=O, l , . . .K and for each of these, all values of j = O, 1, . . .k. The glObal

value of the statistic is then given by

Kk

; = ~ ~ p(j, k) P(jlk) P(k)
k=O j=O

(5-lo)

where P(j Ik) is the probability that of k omni fruit Overlaps, j Of them till be

within the mainbeam and is given by the binOmial distribution in (5-9) and

where P(k) is the probability that there till be k omni fruit overlaps and

this is given by the Poisson distribution in (5-7).

To perform a complete evaluation requires that there be (Ktl)(K+2)/2

simulation trials, which in the case of K = 6, necessitates 28 computer runs.

This is far too many cases to be evaluated in practice, but reas enable bounds

on performance can be obtained by considering only the most likely cases.

For example, for the 4° antenna pattern with -26 dB sidelobes, a 4:1 peaking

factor leads to the probability of a mainbeam fruit Of Pmb = .1. We have

used this number in the binomial distribution (5-9) tO cOmpute the probability

that of k omni fruits, j of them are mainbeam. T“hes e probabilities are tabu-

lated in Table 5.2 from which it can be concluded that there till be no need’

to consider all possible cases. In fact, even for the case of 6 omni fruits,

we need only study the resdts for 0, 1 or 2 mainbeam

bility of any other situation occurring is negligible.

fruits since the proba -
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k

j
—

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
—

1

.91

.09

2

. 82[

.16<

. 00[

3

.754

.224

.022

0

-—

4

.686

.271

. 04(

.00:

0

5

.624

.30$

.061

.006

0

0

—

6

568

,337

083

008

0

0

0

7

.517

.358

.106

,017

.002

0

0

0

—

8

470

372

129

025

004

0

0

0

0

Table 5.2

Probability j fruits of k omni fruits are mainbeam

().
P(jlk) = ~

k-j
P:b ( 1 – Pmb ) j= 0,1, . ..k
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

. ,.
The simulation program has been used to generate a set of data which

is intended to characterize the performance of a DABS reply processor

operating in the AT CRBS fruit environment which will be observed by a s ens or

located in the vicinity of NAFEC in 1980. It should be noted that these data

provide a measure of the performance of a particular, rather sophisticated

reply processor configuration operating in that environment. The class of

reply processor considered utilized amplitude and azimuth confidence tindows

derived from the preamble correlation algorithm in addition to the RSLS inter-

ference flag.

The data were generated for two ATCRBS fruit conditions. Table 5-1

s hews that if the omni fruit rate is 40, 000 fruits /s ec the average number of

ATCRBS fruit expected to overlap a DABS 56-bit dowtiink mes sage is about

3 if a Poisson arrival model is assumed. In addition, the 3- sigma point on

the Poisson distribution is 6 replies. This latter number also corresponds

to a peak omni fruit rate of 80, 000 fruits /see which corresponds to an environ-

ment of 800 aircraft, each producing an average of 100 replies/see. This

represents a 1980 projection for a reasonably high density area. Therefore,

three fruit replies overlapping the DABS message represents an average

environment while six replies can be considered a worst case for the above

model.

A eeries of data sets were generated for three and six ATCRBS replies
I

randomly overlapping a 56-bit DABS message. These data were generated

using an antenna with a four degree 3 dB beamwidth and 26 dB sidelobes. The

DABS message content was randomized while the ATCRBS replies had all code

pUISeS present. The receiver used a first order Butte rwOrth filter and the

amplitude and monopulse azimuth outputs were quantized to 256 levels. The

SNR for the DABS replies were set at 30 dB (approximately the average SNR

for a DABS target) and 15 dB (the minimum usable SNR for a DABS target).
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At each SNR three data sets were generated for three and six ATCRBS fruits

(a total of 12 cases). In the three cases, the ATCRBS fruits were distributed

in the folloting ways:

a. all ATCRBS fruits in the sidelobes and backlobes

b. one fruit reply in the mainbeam and all others in

the sidelobes and backlobes, and

c. two fruit replies in the mainbeam and the others

in the sidelobes and backlobes.

These data sets provided an input for the reply processor simulation

and the resdts were combined according to the binomial distribution shown

in Table 5-1 for azimuthal peaking factors equal to two and four.

The reply processor configuration used to analyze these data assumed

successful preamble detection and produced estimates of amplitude and mono-

pulse azimuth from the preamble according to the algorithm, described

in Section IV. Correlation was assumed if the amplitude samples agreed within

t 2 dB and if the azimuth samples agreed to within ~ O. 5 degrees. The relative

gain of the omnidirectional antenna was chosen at 20 dB down from the peak of

the primary sum beam antenna. The interference detection channel output (Q)

was not us ed to process the data a9 this parameter was found to have limited

use when amplitude and azimuth consistency checks were employed in the

generation of information bit, confidence flag and monopulse azimuth estimates [4].

Table 6-1 presents the results of running the simulation under the

above conditions. The failure probability implies that the information bit ,

e9timates would not be capable of resulting in a corrected information bit

sequence according to the error correction criteria defined in Section IV.

The results show that for a nominal fruit rate expected for a reasonably

high density area in 1980, there is a high probability that a DABS target at a

nominal SNR will have its downlink reply successfully decoded and an accurate

monopulse azimuth estimate made.
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.,

Number of
ATCRBS
Replies

Overlapping
DABS Reply

3

6

DABS
SNR
(dB)

30

15

30

15

Azimuthal
Peaking

Factor

=2

&
Azimuth

‘F rms

(degrees)

.03 .01

.17 .14

.07 .01

.31 .16

Table 6-1

Azimuthal
Peaking

Factor
=4

PF
Azimuth

rms
(degrees)

.03 .01

.21 .15

.08 .02

.35 .17

Typical Simulation Resdts
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

This report “has presented a description of a simdation program which

allows the evaluation of the design parameters associated with the antenna,

receiver and DABS reply processing functions of a DABS sensor. The folloting

conclusions are based on the information presented in this report and the

knowledge gained during the detailed analyses of particular interference con-

ditions and failure modes of the reply process or:

1. The simulation program is an effective tool which can be

employed to produce realistic interference conditions for

sensor performance analyses.

2. The program has the capacity for the analysis of sensor

design parameter tradeoffs as the s elections of antenna

and receiver parameters allow for considerable flexibility.

3. The reply processing algoriths also allow a great deal

of flexibility in parameter selection and represent a

valuable tool for performance tradeoffs of processor

complexity versus interference environment. Although

the ody algorithm evaluated in this report utilized ampli-

tude and azimuth consistency checks, other simpler

algorithms can be analyzed simply by revising the s oft-

ware in the reply processor subroutine.

4. The results presented in Section VI show the performance

of a DABS reply processor configuration in a conservative

estimate of the NAFEC 1980 interference environment.

These results indicate good performance is attainable

in the generation of DABS downlink mess age and mono-

pulse azimuth estimates.
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In summary, the simdation program “has such a great degree of

parameter selection and flexibility that a large number of tradeoff studies

can be envisioned in the analysis of the p~rformance of a DABS sensor. In

fact, the program has been a “valuable tool in the selection of DABS reply

processing techniques fOr fhe DABS Sens Or Engineering Requirement.
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